
Book reviews

Mending Minds. By L L HESTON (Pp 233;
Price: H/b £17-95. P/b £9-95). 1992.
Oxford, W. H. Freeman & Co. Ltd. ISBN
0-7167-2158-9, 0-7167-2167-8.

This is a guidebook for patients, their friends
and their relatives to the changing landscape
of the "New Psychiatry". Non-technical writ-
ing, and recurring sections entitled "If you
think you have...." or "If a friend or
relative has . . ." well fulfil its laudable inten-
tions. It is good on depression, bipolar
disorder, schizophrenia, dementia, and alco-
hol abuse; less good on anxiety disorder,
drug abuse; and antisocial personality; and
weak on problems of sexuality.
The book's triumphalist conclusion, "The

Future of Mental Illness", rashly promises
"The causes of mental illness". The author
reveals himself as an unreconstructed
believer in the bio-medical model, with the
gene as its Rosetta Stone. The environment is
often ignored or denigrated: thus, saying
"investigators cannot specify a single envi-
ronmental contributor to schizophrenia"
(p.209), ignores neurodevelopmental anoma-
lies in aetiology, or expressed emotions in
relapse. Behavioural/cognitive therapies are
barely mentioned for phobias, anxiety dis-
orders, or depression, and psychotherapy
seems merely to mean family education
about the new wonder drugs and the future
glories and hopes from understanding DNA.
Occasionally the book's balance is eccentric:
two pages on the arcane molecular biology of
heat-shock proteins illustrate the bizarre sug-
gestion that stress, "as used in environmental
studies ... lacks measurable physical proper-
ties, so it is undefined . ." and progress
must wait until we have "translated stress to
the levels [typified in the biology of the heat-
shock proteins]".
At its best this book is very good, explain-

ing difficult ideas well. The section "If you
are considering ECT. . ." is exemplary. But
it is narrowed by being written by a physician
interested principally in biology. Its insular
American view will restrict its utility else-
where, since drug names are unfamiliar, legal
procedures irrelevant, colloquialisms obscure
(What is a "barrio"?), and assumptions are
parochial (in depression, "get firearms out of
the home").

CHRIS McMANUS

Child and Adolescent Neurology for Psy-
chiatrists Edited by DM KAUFMAN, GE SOLO-
MON and CR PFEFFER. (Pp 269; Price:
£40.00). 1992. London, Williams & Wilkin.
ISBN 0-683-04546-6.

This book has a good go at filling a gap in the
books that Child Psychiatrists and Paedia-
tricans ought to be reading. The increase in
techniques for the recognition of brain dis-
orders underlying disagreeable behaviour
strongly suggests that all child specialists
would benefit from greater acquaintance with
those diseases liable to present in ways that
bring them to specialists other than Child
Neurologists. Even to entertain the notion of
organic causation has slipped below the
horizon of possibilities for all too many Child
psychiatrists, especially in Britain. But that
failure is not unique to them. The needs are
clearly stated by Tanguay in his useful pre-
face.
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STEPHANIE A ROBB

Biological Risk Factors for Psychosocial
Disorders. Edited by M RUTTER & P CASAER
(Pp 346; Price: H/B £40.00; $64.95). 1991.
Cambridge, University Press. ISBN
0-521-40103-8.
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GLYNN HARRISON

Measurement in Neurological Rehabili-
tation. By DERICK T WADE (Pp 388; Price:
£25.00). 1992. Oxford University Press.
ISBN 0-19-261954-3.

A natural consequence of Neurologists' repu-
tation for obsessionality is a habituation to
objective measurements aimed at achieving
precision from the imprecise. This book is
not, as the title suggests, primarily about
rehabilitation, but is a collection of a variety
of assessment scales which find use both in
neurological disease and advancing disabil-
ity.

It ranges from behavioural, cognitive,
depression and social assessments, through
multiple sclerosis, strokes, head and spinal
injuries, and Parkinson's disease. Each sec-
tion deals with the background problems and
provides selected scales accompanied by
comment and reference.
A worthy, if laborious compilation, of

considerable use and convenience between
two paperback covers.
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